
GEMINITM RIGHT-SPEEDTM SCANNING AUTOMATIC PAGE COPY
OPEX’s One-Touch scanning, traditional prep and high-speed 
scanning, and Gemini’s revolutionary Right-Speed Scanning in 
a single product provides unparalleled flexibility and optimum 
performance for all levels of document mix and job complexity. 

Never make copies again! This new CertainScan TransformTM 

feature eliminates having to make photocopies of a page 
and inserting them into a batch when images of the page are 
required to be included in more than one place in a batch. 

LONG-FORM DOCUMENTS PROCESS THRESHOLDS/ALERTS 
Long-form capture scans EKGs, gas/oil drilling logs, finance 
agreements, and other long forms up to 100” directly on Gemini 
and Falcon+ scanners without having to rely on import from 
other capture devices.

 

CertainScan MonitorTM shows performance across the entire 
CertainScan suite at a glance and includes a new “Snap-
Shot” customizable summary view of critical capture-pipeline 
processes. Automated email alerts pushed to managers when 
processing falls below the thresholds that threaten SLAs. 

ADVANTAGES

FEATURES

Discover how OPEX’s CertainScan software can take your scanning operations to the next level. Since its inception, CertainScan 
has been the price value leader in intelligent versatile document capture solutions. With the ability to customize scanning 
workflows and automatically identify different page types, CertainScan streamlines work and saves valuable time. Say goodbye to 
the tedious manual steps needed in many document capture operations. In-line batch editing and validation, complex automated 
physical and virtual sorting that can eliminate manual pre-sorting, and enhanced security are only the beginning. Experience the 
power of CertainScan today and see how it can transform your document capture process.    

WHY CERTAINSCAN®  6.1?
Through collaboration with our customers and innovation teams, 
each new release of CertainScan® enhances productivity and 
efficiency. This process continuously drives new value into the 
core processes that underpin highly accurate intelligent solutions.   

Intelligent Software for 
Intelligent Scanning

SIMPLICITY INTEGRATION 
Customizable run screens and user groups help managers 
direct and train operators quickly. Centralized job management 
allows for job set up and control and data path and index 
integrity across all scanners from a controlled network location. 

CertainScan modules are Win10/11 compatible for consistency 
in security and management policies. CertainScan Transform 
provides for integration with any downstream system including 
SQL based systems.  

INTELLIGENCE PERFORMANCE 
Automatic process traceability and statistics log operator 
actions while features like batch prioritization help automate 
process queues. Batch validation can include tools like 
database look-ups and business rules to ensure exception-free 
batches are captured while data and images are still on the  
scanner. 

Multi-instance VRS, processing pipeline enhancements, and 
the latest PC technologies accelerate CertainScan throughput.  
Scalability and resource sharing ensure the highest-
performance processes by maximizing efficency. 



Have questions? 
Contact us.

digitizeyourdocuments.com

info@opex.com
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CERTAINSCAN

CERTAINSCAN EDITTM CERTAINSCAN TRANSFORMTM

CertainScan EditTM is an integrated solution for live or 
suspended batch editing during scanning. It can also be used 
after batches are completed. Our intuitive interface makes it 
easy to ensure that pieces are properly tagged, classified, and 
ordered. Choose the level of editing, from recovering a batch and 
cleaning up rule errors to simply editing metadata, as well as, 
inserting, deleting, or moving images. CertainScan Edit provides 
seamless batch editing and quality control that keep capture 
workflows error-free and moving forward.  

CertainScan Transform is the integration application that 
allows for a seamless connection to any production workflow, 
RPA, or ECM system. CertainScan Transform will convert TIFF 
or JPG images into multipage TIFF, PDF, PDF/A-1b and PDF/A-
2b, JPEG2000, JBIG. It provides control over data renaming, 
validation, document splitting, and image order modifications 
to match downstream requirements.  

CERTAINSCAN MONITORTM CERTAINSCAN PROCESSLINK
CertainScan Monitor shows the performance of the entire 
scanning, editing, processing, and transforming workflow.  
This console application provides the status of each batch, 
allows priority processing, and delivers notifications batches 
containing errors. With process thresholds set, automated 
email alerts can be pushed to managers when resources are 
stalled, or processing times fall below threshold. CertainScan 
Monitor provides a holistic view that keeps processes in 
check. 

CertainScan ProcessLink is an API that unlocks endless 
possibilities for batch processing. Plug-ins can be added that 
correct or expand metadata, reclassify pieces with advanced 
OCR technologies, perform hand-writing recognition, and 
deliver refined content to the OPEX capture platform. A new 
OPEX plug-in has been created for Gemini called Post-Scan 
CertainScan, which can provide complex data analysis and 
image processing offline so that Gemini operators can focus 
on continuous scanning. 

SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY

CERTAINSCAN VERSIONS  
BY SCANNER MODEL 4.0 5.0 5.5 6.1

AS7200 x

DS2200 x

Falcon®/FalconV® x x x

Falcon+®/FalconV+® x x x

Gemini™ x

CERTAINSCAN TRANSFORM 
COMPATIBILITY 4.0 5.0 5.5 6.1

CertainScan Transform 2.2 x

CertainScan Transform 2.3 x

CertainScan Transform 3.0 x x

CertainScan Transform 3.5 x x

CertainScan Transform 4.0 x


